ABSTRACT This paper proposes a robust and highly efficient feature-based visual-inertial odometry (VIO) approach. In order to save the computational resource, a simplified stereo visual model is applied to reduce the dimension of visual measurements. Moreover, the speed of feature matching is improved by using prior information from the inertial sensor. And through the marginalization, optimization is limited in two sliding windows, which can meet the need for the real-time application. In addition, a high accuracy initialization method and the homogeneous extraction of image features are introduced to ensure excellent pose tracking. The proposed VIO system is implemented on open datasets to show its merit compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms. In addition, we also perform this system on a low-cost stereo visual-inertial sensor and validate its practicability and superiority. Furthermore, the comparative experiment shows that the proposed algorithm has a higher accuracy than the monocular VIO and a shorter running time than the stereo VIO.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, navigation used in robots is an important subject, but using a single sensor to navigate is unreliable. So an effective method is to integrate measurements of various sensors. There are several popular sensors used to navigate today. For instance, Global satellite navigation system (GNSS) is utilized to provide accurate location and the Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) can supply supplementary information to improve the navigation. Therefore, integrated navigation system based on GNSS and IMU is developing at a fast rate recently. However, this system also has some limitations, such as the signal instability of GNSS in some places. Furthermore, the accumulative error produced by IMU in motivation can't be ignored if we don't choose the high cost IMU. As a result, low cost visual sensors which have the rich visual information catch the attention of many scholThe associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shun-Feng Su.
ars, and these merits make them ideal alternatives for aiding inertial navigation, which is known as the visual-inertial odometry (VIO) [1] .
Visual sensors have some unique advantages compared with IMUs and GNSS. Firstly, photos taken by cameras are high dimensional measurements, which include substantial information. Usually a photo can have hundreds of feature points after using some feature extraction methods. These features, if accurately, can result in excellent localization effects. And pixels in images can reflect the change of illumination when cameras move in unknown environments. Nowadays, visual SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) is a state-of-the-art technology which employs cameras for the navigation without prior environmental information. However, the mass volume of data produced by visual sensors poses a significant challenge for the real-time performance of algorithms. And how to extract the useful information from visual data and fuse them into navigation system is also worthy of consideration.
In this paper, we present an algorithm that can estimate an accurate trajectory of the system assembled by low-cost visual and inertial sensors. Our method is concerned with improved visual model and non-linear optimization for data fusion. The first contribution is to reduce the computational cost in the visual processes. We employ ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) features in the stereo visual model, and the descriptor can be computed rapidly after extracting fast corners in images. Moreover, rotated BRIEF descriptors also have some advantages including the rotation invariant and the resistance to noise. Furthermore, the feature matching in this project is restricted by the prior information, which significantly improves the speed and accuracy. In addition, we use a simplified stereo visual model which can reduce redundant measurements in right images. Stereo cameras perform better in SLAM because of the 3D information from their multi-angle measurements. We construct 3D visual projection errors after the fast stereo matching between left and right images. This model was first proposed in [2] and we utilize it to reduce the dimension of stereo visual measurements in traditional VIO.
Since the initialization of VIO system is a fragile but significant step, another innovation in our work is that we introduce a high-accuracy initialization method. By combining visual and inertial measurements, updating the depth of landmarks, removing outliers and using bound adjustment, we construct an optimal initial map, which is a foundation for the estimation of states later. Finally, we use an effective non-linear optimization method to fuse various data collected by stereo cameras and the low-cost IMU. Compared with the Extended Kalman Filtering algorithm (EKF), non-linear optimization can estimate more accurate results and avoid the fussy initial adjustment of parameters in EKF. But in order to reduce the complexity of computation, we apply the marginalization strategy to limit the optimization in two sliding windows, which contain the marginalization window and the current window. We sub-optimize the IMU states in the marginalization window rather than set them fixed as proposed in [3] , which make the result in our work better.
The architecture of the proposed VIO algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . The initialization is the first stage in the whole system, which can be activated after sufficient features are extracted and matched, and IMU measurements are integrated. Then the VIO system employs visual and inertial models to construct the reprojection errors and IMU propagation errors respectively. Both errors are optimized in the sliding window and the marginalization is an effective strategy to maintain the size of the window changeless. Some prior errors which are not marginalized will be returned into the sliding windows again.
II. RELATED WORK
Visual SLAM algorithms which are the base of VIO system can be categorized into feature-based approaches and direct methods. Feature based visual SLAM was constructed by Kalman filtering in the early stage and a representative algorithm is MonoSLAM [4] . After the improvement of computational capacity, most scholars began to use nonlinear optimization methods to design vision-based SLAM. Notable algorithms contain PTAM [5] and ORB-SLAM [6] - [8] , which both are based on multithreaded parallel computing. In order to reduce computational cost in extracting feature descriptor, direct methods also got noticed in recent years and the classical methods include SVO [9] , LSD-SLAM [10] , DSO [11] . Another merit of direct methods is their powerful mapping capabilities. However, they are pretty sensitive to the change of illumination, which causes instability in posture tracking. So our work is based on the feature based SLAM methods.
Data fusion algorithm is the core of VIO system. Loosecoupling [12] , [13] is the simplest method for fusing diverse data from different sensors. The recursion model of IMU is independent of the visual odometer. Most loosely-coupled fusion models are based on the extended Kalman filter (EKF), in which IMU measurements are used to predict the state propagation and visual measurements are treated as an observer to update the predicted states. This model only sets position and orientation as its states and avoids adding landmarks information into the state vector. The cumulative error in loosely-coupled system can be quite large which cause the loss of accuracy. Therefore, tight-coupling became the mainstream strategy for most state-of-the-art VIO algorithms. ROVIO [14] , [15] and MSCKF [16] , [17] , are two popular tightly-coupled VIO based on the EKF. ROVIO is a monocular VIO algorithm which using pixel intensity errors of image patches to construct the observation equation in EKF. This approach treats each landmark position as a vector and an inverse distance by which points in map can be initialized more accurately. MSCKF is the most well-known EFK-based approach in the VIO field. The main innovation of MSCKF is the multi-constraint between several continuous poses from which cameras can observe a same feature during the movement. Therefore, the state vector in MSCKF contains several camera poses which can be updated when they view same features. However, all EKF-based methods [16] , [17] can encounter a similar problem that the filter parameters are hard to adjust. Bad initial parameters of VOLUME 7, 2019 the EKF filter can cause terrible pose estimation, so parameters of sensors and noise models should be defined accurately.
Another approach for data fusion in VIO is optimizing measurements in a nonlinear optimization model. OKVIS [18] is an optimization-based VIO algorithm which optimizes the state by minimizing both visual and inertial errors. In order to ensure the real-time performance, OKVIS employs the marginalization model to maintain the number of states in sliding windows at a stable level. This approach utilizes BRISK [19] descriptors in its visual model, and the feature extraction can occupy large computational resource. VINS [3] is an extension of OKVIS, except that it's only based on one camera. VINS uses L-K optical flow method for tracking features which reduce the computational cost. In addition, this approach introduces the loop detection for eliminating the accumulative synchronous error. Because of stereo visual measurements, OKVIS has a higher accuracy when there is no loop detection in VINS.
Visual models used in VIO can be classified into two categories. one is based on photometric errors of matched pixel pitches in different images, which is called the direct methods [9] - [11] . This visual model is more likely to be used in scene reconstruction rather than odometry due to its immaturity and instability. The other one is the indirect approaches [5] - [7] , which consume more running time on extracting and matching features. Popular features in image processing contain BRISK [18] , SIFT [19] , SURF [21] , and ORB [22] . Compared with direct methods, features-based visual odometry is more mature and robust, which makes it more popular in real-world engineering projects.
Inertial measurements are used to propagate states in EKF-based VIO systems [16] , [17] . And this propagation model of IMU states is introduced by [23] and [24] in detail. While in optimization-based methods, pre-integrating inertial measurements between selected keyframes into a single relative motion constraint is believed as an effective approach to restrict IMU propagation errors without repeated re-integration. The pre-integration approach was first proposed by [25] and it was developed by [26] for propagating covariance matrices. However, the IMU biases were ignored in these two papers. Recently, pre-integration concerned with IMU biases was introduced by [27] , which improved the practicality of this theory. Therefore, based on the visual-SLAM and integrated navigation, the theory of VIO systems have been researched and studied by lots of scholars all over the world, and it also has strong practical value in various fields.
III. PARAMETERS
Our algorithm aims to estimate the 3D pose of the IMU frame F S with respect to the world frame F W , the reference frame, which is called as the navigation frame in strapdown inertial navigation system (SINS). The center of F W is settled at the initial position of IMU and the direction of Z axis is same as the gravity g. A point P in frame F W is written as vector P W . And we denote the frame of camera as F C which center is the optic focal of cameras. A transformation between two frames is represented by a homogeneous transformation matrix T , which subscript represents the transfer order, i.e. T WS transforms the coordinate representation of homogeneous point from F S to F W . The rotation part of T WS is written as C WS , and it can also be expressed by a quaternion q WS . The multiplication of transformation matrices is written as T WC = T WS T SC , and this rule is also applied in multiplying rotation matrices and quaternions.
A. SYSTEM FRAMES Our system framework consists of two cameras and an IMU, which are jointed spatially with a panel. The frames of left camera and right camera are denoted as F C1 and F C2 , respectively. IMU is installed between these two cameras and its frame is showed as F S . All sensors are integrated in a rigid body, which moves in the world frame F W . Frames of this system are shown in Figure 2 .
B. STATE PARAMETRIZATION
States need to be estimated and optimized can be divided into two partitions, IMU states X S and camera states X C . X S is described as the 16 × 1 vector
where r WS is a 3 × 1 vector representing the IMU position in the world frame F W , q WS is a 4-dimension quaternion describing the rotation from the frame F S to the frame F W , v S is the IMU velocity in the world frame F W . b g and b a are both vectors, describing gyroscope and accelerometer biases respectively, includes positions and rotations of the left camera in the IMU frame F S , and it is written as
Therefore, the entire state at time-instant k in our algorithm is defined as
where X k L is the set of landmarks which are visible at time-instant k.
C. PERTURBATION OF STATES
Rotation matrices and quaternion both are not closed under the operation of linear combination, so it is difficult to take partial derivatives for these variables. And the perturbation in tangent space can help us get appropriate increments to update those states for minimizing values.
The increment of rotation is represented as δα in the 3-dimension tangent space, it is also known as the 3D Euler angle. According to the Rodrigues Formula, we can acquire an exponential mapping between δα and the rotation matrix R as
where the operator (×) is defined as the skew-symmetric cross-product matrix associated with a 3-dimension vector. Quaternion can also be converted from its Euler angle by the map as
If δα is a tiny Euler angle which norm approaches zero, we can simplify this formula as δq = [ 
IV. INERTIAL MODEL AND PRE-INTEGRATION
IMUs usually are assembled by gyroscopes and accelerometers and it can provide accurate inertial measurements in short-term, which can assist visual system in localization. IMU states are computed by the algorithm of strap-down inertial navigation. The continuous output of IMU ensures VIO system operating steadily in some extreme environments.
In this section, we introduce the Inertial model used in this project. At first, the initial pose of the system can be estimated when the static inertial measurements align to the gravity. In addition, we use the linear interpolation to synchronize visual measurements and inertial measurements, and the preintegration method is employed in this paper to uncouple the integration on measurements of IMU and the estimated states.
A. INITIAL ALIGNMENT AND DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF IMU STATES
Initial alignment is the base of data fusion between different sensors. We assume the system has a static initial state, so the initial pose can be estimated by measurements of accelerometer and the gravity. Since the z axis of frame W is defined along the gravity, the rotation angle of the IMU at the first camera sampling time can be written as follow
where θ is the angle of rotation, n is the axis of rotation and a average is the average of all measurements on the accelerometer before the first camera frame. According the exponential mapping in term (4), we can acquire the initial orientation of IMU. Moreover, in order to simplify the calculation, the translation before the first camera frame can be ignored, and the initial position of system is regarded as the origin. Therefore, the initial pose of system can be written as follow in the form of a homogeneous matrix.
Inertial states are the integration of IMU measurements on the time domain, and according to [18] , we write the derivatives of IMU states X s in continuous-time aṡ
where each element in [w g , w a ] T is an independent zeromean Gaussian white noise and τ i (i = a, g) denotes the relative sample-time for different sensors. In addition, a s and ω s denote the truth-value of acceleration and angular velocity respectively, and ω IW is the angular velocity of Earth rotation, which is approximate to zero in this paper. Furthermore, the bias of IMU can be regarded as a random walk model and the operator (·) is used to convert a 3-dimension vector into right-hand quaternion matrix [28] .
B. INTEGRATION FOR IMU MEASUREMENTS
After sampling the IMU data, the continuous differential equation model in last section can be transformed into practical discrete model. Generally, the frequency of IMU is higher than the FPS of cameras, so given two sequential image frames k and k+1, we can acquire several IMU measurements by the sampling time-interval t r as Figure 3 shows.
All states, including position, orientation, velocity and bias, can be estimated by accumulating the integration on IMU measurements during time-interval t r .We might set the state at t k as an initial reference state. According to differential equations in term (8) , the propagation of IMU states X s between r and r + 1 can be written as
where C t is the rotation matrix representing the rotation of the F S frame during time interval [t k , t] and operator ⊗ represents the multiplication of quaternions. ω t and a t are accelerometer and gyro measurements at time t. Since the rotation during [t r , t r+1 ] is small, the term (13) can be transformed into a multiplicative version
States, including position, orientation and velocity, can be propagated by accumulating each transformation in short time-intervals. Thus, we acquire the estimator of IMU states in world frame at time t k+1 from inertial measurements during time-interval [t k , t k+1 ] and reference states at t k :
where
And the variables with subscript R + 1 represents the integration of IMU measurements between two image frames:
In practical, accelerated velocity and angular velocity are regarded as the constant value during the short time-interval [t r , t r+1 ]. Therefore, the Euler method can be used to solve these continuous integral equations.
C. PRE-INTEGRATION MODEL
According to the IMU state propagation, the measurements between two image frames are related to IMU state C WS . Thus, if we change IMU states in propagation, we have to re-integrate all measurements between two frames and it can impair the efficiency of algorithm. In order to reduce this computational cost, we adopt pre-integration model:
By multiplying the rotation matrix C S k W to both side of terms (15)- (17), the integration on measurements can be independent from IMU states. In other words, we set frame F S at t k as the reference frame, so the integration of IMU measurements is only related with the output of sensors during [t k , t k+1 ] and the bias [b g , b a ]. In previous model, we presume the bias is unchanged between two image frames. However, in fact, the estimation of bias changes a little during the integral process and the variation can be denoted as [δb a , δb g ].
In order to maintain a rapid computational speed, we use firstorder Taylor expansion to approximate the bias value at the next time instant:
where a R is the Euler angle of q R . The derivatives { ∂r ∂b , ∂v ∂b , ∂α ∂b } are estimated by the IMU measurements between time t k and t k+1 , which describe the gradient of states with respect to the bias.
D. PROPAGATION ERROR OF IMU STATES
States at t k+1 can be predicted by the formula (15)- (18) . Since the measurement noise w a and w g are both unknown, the estimate ofX k+1 usually don't equal the real state X k+1 and the error can be described as e = f (X k+1 − X k+1 ). Using the pre-integration Model, we can re-write this error as
where (·) 1:3 denotes the first three elements of the vector. Therefore, the error of IMU states can be defined as
T ] T and each element in this vector follows zero-mean Gaussian distribution according to theory in [27] .
By minimizing error e s , we can acquire the optimal estimate of IMU states at t k and t k+1 , and the Jacobian matrices with respect to IMU states X S k and X S k+ are obtained easily by Lie-algebra perturbation model (see equations below), where the operator (·) + and (·) ⊕ represent the left-hand and right-hand quaternion matrix respectively. After acquiring the Jacobians, we can solve Guass-Newton equations with respected to δX S k and δX S k+ and find the optimal IMU states by iterative methods. And the IMU pose is optimized in both visual and inertial models, which ensures an accurate track estimate of systems in the long-running process.
V. VISUAL MODEL
The goal of visual model is to optimize the 3D pose of cameras with respect to the IMU frame, as well as the IMU pose after extracting and matching ORB features in images. In order to acquire excellent track estimation, we minimize the reprojection error composed of the camera poses and landmarks by non-linear optimization approaches.
In this section, we introduce the visual model and several improvements are specified. For instance, the feature extraction employed in this project is modified and a high-accuracy map is created in the initial stage to ensure the reliable estimation in tracking. In addition, we use a more sufficient feature matching approach related with the prior restriction to improve the computation speed. And by removing the redundant measurements from the right camera, the visual model is simplified to reduce the computation cost.
A. FEATURE EXTRACTION
We employ Fast Corner detector [29] to extract corners for both images captured by right and left cameras. All image resolutions are fixed at the level of 752 × 480 in our experiments. Because of the stereo visual system, single scale space for the feature extraction is sufficient.
In order to ensure the robustness of feature tracking, we try to extract features distributed homogeneously in images. Therefore, each image captured by cameras is divided into several grids horizontally and vertically, and we detect fast corners in each cell where appropriate threshold is employed to extract sufficient features. If the number of corners is still small when we use a low threshold, we would like to get rid of this cell which is low-contrast. Meanwhile, we also restrict the amount of corners in each cell in order to avoid intensive extraction. Extracted corners are showed in Figure 4 .
After detection, the orientation of features can be estimated in the meaningful fast corner neighborhood along the centroid of pixel pitch. In addition, pairs of sample points are rotated according to this orientation θ in order to ensure rotation invariant before calculating rBRIEF descriptors [30] , which are multi-dimension binary vectors.
B. FAST MATCHING
We perform 3D-2D matching in tracking thread, and an excellent initial pose of cameras T WC used before matching can be estimated by T WC = T WS · T SC , in which T WS is the pose of IMU estimated by the IMU propagation in IV-B section and T SC is the extrinsic parameter estimated by the calibration. According to the prior pose of cameras, we reduce the searching area for matching feature points in images with respect to visible landmarks.
2D-2D matching is needed to initialize the map and create landmarks. New map points, the 3D position of landmarks, are created when they are observed by two images which are captured by two cameras at the same time or by one camera at two consecutive frames. In order to improve matching speed and accuracy, we restrict features matched between left and right images at similar rows and this improvement is shown in Figure 5 . In addition, during the 3D-2D matching, we only consider 2D features nearby projections. Since the pose of current frame can be roughly estimated by integrating IMU measurements, projections are easily acquired by mapping 3D map points into the current frame. By comparing VOLUME 7, 2019 the descriptors, 2D features matched with 3D landmarks can be acquired easily in the region of search. Compared with the brute-force descriptor matching, the 3D-2D matching proposed in this project is more accurate and efficient. The comparison of accuracy is shown in Figure 6 and less mis-matching occurred by using restricted match approach. In addition, we have analyzed approximate 1000 pairs of left-right pictures and 1000 pairs of adjacent frames respectively. The time cost of matching is shown in Table 1 . Obviously, brute-force matching approaches are more time-consuming compared with the restricted matching in our paper.
C. INITIALIZATION
Initialization is an important and fragile part for all visual SLAM and VIO system. Thanks to IMU measurements before the first image frame, camera pose at the initial stage can be estimated preliminary. Thus, we can have a precondition to create new landmarks in the initial map and don't need to consider the scale uncertainty. In order to ensure the high accuracy of the initial map, we employ three strategies to construct and maintain map points.
1) CREATION OF MAP POINTS
We set the image frame in which a landmark is firstly observed as the reference frame with respect to this landmark. And the position of landmarks can be described as d · p, in which p denotes the normalized coordinate of keypoints and d is the depth of landmarks. The position vector of landmarks can be computed by the transformation matrix and matched keypoints as follows:
39060 VOLUME 7, 2019 where p 1 and p 2 are the normalized coordinate of two matched keypoints, R 12 and t 12 are the rotation and translation between two frames respectively. Therefore, we can acquire the position vector and the depth of landmarks. In order to verify the validity of estimated landmarks, we employ chi-square criterion to check the position vector. The deviation of position vector can be defined as e = dp − d 1 p 1 and the distance measurement is estimated as D = dp − t 12 /2. The estimation error of map points should be restricted in a bound with respect to the distance measurement. Thus, we can write the chi-square criterion as follows:
where σ is the standard deviation of relative keypoints. If the value of e chi2 is larger than the presupposed threshold, we would like to drop the observed landmark, since the large value of e chi2 means that the estimation error e is big or the landmark is quite close to cameras, which both cause the loss of accuracy.
2) DEPTH REGENERATION
In our algorithm, we employ 6 pairs of continuous images with rich features to construct the initial map. The depth of a landmark can be estimated diversely by different images. Therefore, the depth for each landmark should be updated in initialization. According to the theory in [31] , the estimated depth is modeled with a Guassian+Uniform mixture distribution. The depth estimation can be divided in two groups. One is composed of inliers based on the Guassian distribution around the true value, the other one contains outliers from a uniform distribution. The whole distribution can be written as
where ρ N (·) represents the inlier probability and ρ Z (·) is the outlier probability. We estimate the variance σ 2 by computing the deviation caused by one pixel perturbation. When a new depth estimation comes, we update the parameters in this mixture distribution by the recursive Bayesian method in [31] and the expectation will approach the true depth. In order to avoid the loss of accuracy, the estimation of large depths should be reversed.
3) BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT
After the creation of map points, we need to optimize points and states in the initial map by bundle adjustment. In this procedure, we construct reprojection errors based on all landmarks and their visible frames in the initial map. In order to ensure the high accuracy in initialization, all visual measurements captured by right and left cameras are used in the optimization. By minimizing joint reprojection error in the local map, we can obtain optimal camera pose and map points:
with
where i is the camera index, k denotes the index of frame in the initial map and j indicates the index of landmarks visible in the k th frame. In addition, we set π(·) as the camera projection model and u as the coordinate of matched keypoints. This non-linear optimization problem can be solved by the Guass-Newton method and the reprojection error is written as e i,j,k = u j − π i (P C i,j,k ). In order to ensure the readability, we ignore the subscript in our following computation. Furthermore, we can compute the Jacobian with respect to states X k C and X k L as follows:
where h denotes the Jacobian matrix of the reprojection error e with respect to the map point in frame F C . And the Jacobian ∂P C ∂δX can be estimated by the theory of Lie algebra according to [18] :
where P is a 4-dimension vector representing the homogeneous coordinates of 3D landmarks and (P) 1:3 is the vector containing the first three elements of P. All Jacobian matrices with respected to the perturbation of states has 3 columns in order to ensure the increment in iterations as 3-dimension vectors. The iteration in Guass-Newton is written as follow:
where Q(·) maps 3D axis-angle perturbation of orientation to its quaternion and operator ⊗ represents the multiplication of quaternions.
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D. SIMPLIFIED STEREO VISUAL MODEL
Any visible 3D landmark point can be mapped into the image coordinate through the camera perspective projection model. The traditional reprojection error in the single camera is written as:
where the superscript k denotes the k th time instant when cameras capture images and (P) i denotes the i th element in vector P. f and c represent the focal length and optical center respectively. For readability, we omit the distortion in this mathematical derivation. Since two cameras are assembled in stereo visual systems, traditional stereo reprojection errors are in 4 dimensions. In this paper, we reduce the dimensions by discarding redundant measurements in right images. After the stereo matching between left and right images, row measurements of features in the right camera frame can be acquired. If the calibration parameters of cameras are accurate, we can predict the position of features in the right image and compare them with their measurements as follow:
where b is the baseline of the stereo camera. Moreover, the reprojection error can be written as a 3-dimension vector e c = [e T l , e T r ] T and its Jacobian with respect to states X k C and X k L are written as follows:
where h c denotes the Jacobian matrix of the reprojection error e c with respect to map points in frame F C . And the Jacobian ∂P C ∂δX has been computed in the last section. According to the pinhole projection model, Jacobian h c can be estimated as follow:
where (û,v) is the pixel coordinate of projection points in left images. In a similar way,û r is the row coordinate of the projection of map points in right images. After acquiring the Jacobian h c , we can solve Guass-Newton equations with respected to δX and find the optimal pose of cameras and landmarks. Guass-Newton equations in the visual model are written as follow:
VI. OPTIMIZATION DESIGN
Errors in visual and inertial models are described in above section, so an effective optimization model is required to globally optimize all errors. In this section, a joint optimization model is introduced, in which all states are optimized synchronously. And the cost function and information matrices in this model are all designed to match the improved models above. Furthermore, in order to improve the computation speed, we employ the marginalization method to maintain a sliding window of fixed size during tracking, and the optimization is only permitted in this window.
A. COST FUNCTION
Nonlinear optimization is used in most SLAM systems, in which reprojection errors are the main composition. Furthermore, inertial errors are also needed to be considered in VIO systems. Therefore, the cost function in this project can be made up with the quadratic form of errors as equation (51):
where M is the set of frames in current sliding window and L(k) denotes the set of landmarks which can be observed in the k th frame by both cameras. This cost function can be divided into three parts. e m is the marginalization error term produced by prior states. e T C k C e C and e T S k S e S are the quadratic form of visual and inertial errors with respect to states in current sliding window respectively. A significant part in our algorithm is to compute the visual information matrix C and inertial information matrix S .
B. ESTIMATION OF INFORMATION MATRICES
Information matrices C and S are factors that adjust weight coefficients of different elements in error vector. We inverse the related covariance matrices to estimate matrices S and S . Reprojection error is described by the position deviation of keypoints with pixel units, so the variance of each element in this error is relative to the pixel size of feature detectors. We use Fast corner detectors to acquire keypoints in each image and set the diameter of the meaningful keypoint neighborhood as 6 pixels. Thus, we can write the information matrix of reprojection error as follow:
where d u and d v represent the vertical and horizontal diameter of image keypoints respectively and κ(·) is a linear map to FIGURE 7. An illustration of Marginalization strategy. The top one shows the situation when the third last frame is not a keyframe. We drop out all its all states and visual measurements. When the third frame is a keyframe, we remain it in marginalization window and remove all states of the oldest frame in the window. Meanwhile the landmarks only visible in the oldest frame could be marginalized out. Meanwhile IMU pre-integration should be added into the joint error term whether the third last frame is a keyframe or not.
adjust the order of magnitude. Next, the inertial information matrix is defined by the error propagation law:
The Jacobian is estimated iteratively by multiplying Jacobians and k S under the chain rule in Calculus. The initial value of S can be defined by the calibration parameters of IMU.
C. MARGINALIZATION
Marginalization is an effective method to bound the complexity of our algorithm and ensure the real-time performance of the VIO system. We employ a sliding window around the current frame, in which states of all frames and position of visible landmarks are optimized. Meanwhile, a marginalization window is built following sliding window and the measurements associated with marginalized states are considered as a prior error term in this window. In order to hold the number of frames at a stable level in windows, we have to marginalize out previous states and keypoints selectively.
As Figure 7 shows, we set the size of sliding windows and marginalization windows as 3 frames and 5 frames respectively. During the marginalization, the third frame from the current frame should be judged whether it is a keyframe or not. If the third-latest frame is a keyframe, it can be retained in the marginalization window. Meanwhile, the oldest frame in window should be marginalized out, as well as the landmarks which can only be observed by this frame. When the third latest frame is not a keyframe, we will marginalize out this frame and drop all its visual measurements, except for its IMU measurements. This scheme can ensure an ongoing tracking of the IMU pose. Moreover, the speed and bias of the third latest frame both are marginalized out whether this frame is a keyframe or not, so we only optimize them in the sliding window. All measurements associated with marginalized states, except for those have been dropped, are still working as in the marginalization window and their Jacobians are only computed by those alive states. States marginalized are regarded as fixed prior estimate in the optimization.
When marginalizing prior states, we use Schur complement to remove the relative information in the Hesse matrix. In order to reduce the computational cost of non-linear optimization, the Hesse matrix of marginalized error term e m is allowed to be estimated once only. We update the right-side of Guass-Newton equation by the following criterion:
where X is the increment of states in each iteration and e is a stacked vector of errors in sliding windows. Because of the fixed Hesse matrix in the marginalization window, we can only acquire suboptimal estimation results by using GaussNewton methods. However, this small drift is acceptable in our VIO system.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
In this paper, we perform several experiments to test the proposed stereo-VIO system. At first, we use three EuRoC MAV Visual-Inertial Datasets to evaluate our algorithm. And in order to display the excellent effect, the proposed stereo-VIO system is compared to two state-of-theart approaches. By this comparison, the proposed algorithm shows higher calculative efficiency and more accurate results. Next, we employ our own stereo visual-inertial camera to collect data of real scenes and test the algorithm under the real-time data-flow.
A. COMPARISON ON PUBLIC DATASETS
EuRoC MAV Visual-Inertial Datasets are collected by various sensors assembled on a Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV). The datasets contain stereo images, synchronized IMU measurements, accurate motion and structure ground-truth. We compare our algorithm with other two VIO systems. One is called the OKVIS (Keyframe-Based Visual-Inertial Odometry Using Nonlinear Optimization), the other one is VINS-Mono (A Robust and Versatile Monocular VisualInertial State Estimator). OKVIS is a stereo optimization based VIO algorithm. The proposed VIO system in this project has many differences and improvements compared with the OKVIS. Although both approaches are using stereo cameras, the visual model in the proposed algorithm is quite different from that in the OKVIS. We only use row measurements of features rather than all measurements in right images. And if the visual-inertial sensor is calibrated accurately, ignoring the column measurements in right images VOLUME 7, 2019 won't cause the loss of visual information because the epipolar is almost parallel to the baseline between stereo cameras. In addition, The proposed algorithm employs the brief descriptor which is faster than the brisk descriptor used in the OKVIS. Moreover, the brute-force matching in OKVIS is replaced with the restricted matching in this paper. These improvements all make the proposed algorithm have the superior computational efficiency. We download all EuRoC datasets, on which we performed the proposed approach and other two VIO methods with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor. The statistical result shows the proposed algorithm can tackle 22 frames per second on average, which is much higher than 16Hz in OKVIS. However, the VINS has the fastest computational speed because it only employs a single camera and the states are not optimized sufficiently in its marginalization procedure.
VINS is an excellent VIO system created by the HKUST, and it is based on a visual-inertial sensor assembled by a single camera and a high-accurate IMU. Because of the stereo measurements and the modified marginalization model, the proposed approach in this paper can acquire a more accurate result compared with the VINS. In order to improve the readability, we call the proposed algorithm in this paper as SORB-VIO. The SORB-VIO can acquire good tracking results on all EuEoC datasets and we choose two sequences to show the performance of SORB-VIO. For the inside sequence V02_2_median, the trajectory is shown in Figure 8 . In order to analyze the details, we compare both the position and orientation estimated by the SORB-VIO with the truth value. From the Figure 9 (top), the 3D position error versus time demonstrates the SORB-VIO performs well in the position estimation. And Figure 9 (bottom) shows that our algorithm can acquire a more accurate angle estimation for pitches and rolls.
MH_05_difficult is an outside dataset, and SORB-VIO also performs quite well in this challenging scene. Estimated trajectories are shown in Figure 10 . Furthermore, Figure 11 (top) shows the position errors which have the maximum of 0.7m. In addition, according to Figure 11 (bottom), the distribution of orientation errors on MH_05_difficult estimated by SORB-VIO is similar with errors shown in Figure 9 (bottom). Therefore, this similarity proves the unobservability of yaw as well as the observability of pitch and roll. Overall, our algorithm can acquire satisfactory results on the open datasets. Although there are slightly more errors in yaw along z axis, the accuracy satisfies practical use. In order to show the superiority of our algorithm, we compare the RMSE of positions and orientations estimated by four algorithms (ORB-SLAM, OKVIS, SORB-VIO, VINS) on all EUROC datasets, and the computation method is shown as equation (55).
where [x,ŷ,ẑ] and [φ,θ ,γ ] denote the true position and orientation respectively. According to the statistical results in Table 2 , the approach proposed in this paper (SORB-VIO) can get the smallest error for both position and orientation estimations on datasets of MH1, MH4, MH5, V11, V13, V22 and V33. Therefore, SORB-VIO has the most excellent result among these 4 algorithms in most case. Although the OKVIS have the similar accuracy on some datasets, SORB-VIO can save more computation time. So it doesn't need very high-speed CPU and can be run in real-time. Moreover, our algorithm performs better than VINS in almost all aspects. The main reasons are that our algorithm has stereo observations and the marginalized states are sub-optimized in marginalization windows rather than fixed as priors in the VINS.
B. INDOOR EXPERIMENTS
We test our algorithm on the real datasets collected in our laboratory building. And the sensor we used is shown in Figure 12 . The device consists of a 6 Axis IMU and two global-shutter cameras with a 120 mm baseline that are connected by an electronic board. And this board makes visual sensors and IMU collect data at a synchronized frequency. The output of IMU has the rate of 300 Hz, while cameras are set to 15 Hz. Images captured by stereo cameras are grayscales with the pixel resolution of 720 × 480 and measurements of IMU include acceleration and angular velocity. In order to verify the accuracy of our method, we employ a high-accuracy LMS511-10100S01 laser radar to get a 2D ground-truth. The VI sensor was fixed on the laser radar so that they are all share a same trajectory. After acquiring IMU noise parameters from the sheet in specifications, we calibrate this mixed sensor by the Kalibr tool [32] and get accurate intrinsic parameters. The transformation between two cameras is quite significant in our algorithm, because it is vital to match features between two stereo images. Meanwhile We can also obtain an initial estimation of the transformation between IMU and cameras, which can also be optimized by the visual-inertial model in our algorithm.
The indoor scene brings several challenges for our VIO system, which contains low light condition, texture-less areas and so on. Thanks to the robust feature detectors and descriptors, our algorithm performs well in these challenging conditions. In other words, SORB-VIO usually can match features accurately and create sufficient landmarks in its map. Even in some extreme environments, tracking won't be interrupted because of the continuous output of IMU. We compare SORB-VIO with OKVI and VINS on the same dataset collected by our sensor and obtain the ground-truth from measurements of the radar by the Hector SLAM [33] . Figure 13 (top) shows the trajectories acquired by these three algorithms and Figure 13 (bottom) shows the layout of experimental scene. Unfortunately, the laser radar can only acquire the 2D ground truth, so we hold sensors at a fixed height and observe the estimation for vertical component is divergent or not. Meanwhile, the comparison with other excellent algorithms can show the good result of our algorithm. SORB-VIO performs better than VINS in the corners, because the ORB features can be tracked steadily when cameras encounter vigorous rotation. We also draw the position errors from the proposed algorithm in three directions detailedly in Figure 14 and the maximal value reaches 1.85m in x-errors. It is easy to see that there is a little unavoidable VOLUME 7, 2019 divergence in z-errors which is caused by the propagation of visual-inertial errors, while we think these small errors are acceptable. In order to analyze the accuracy of these 3 algorithms, RMSEs of the position estimation are listed in Table 3 , which are calculated by formula (55). By comparison, SORB-VIO only comes up to 1.113m, which is the smallest error compared with other two algorithms. The main reason is that stereo measurements and the excellent initialization method are used in the proposed algorithm, which improves the accuracy of localization in the VIO system. 
C. OUTDOOR EXPERIMENTS
In the second stage, we assemble our visual-inertial sensor on a wheel barrow and push it at a higher speed in an outdoor scene, and the device is the same as the one we used indoor. Since the laser radar can't get an accurate estimation in the large-scale scene, we choice the PwrPak7-E1 to obtain the ground-truth, which is a GNSS Inertial navigation system containing an Epson G320 MEMS IMU to deliver world class NovAtel SPAN technology in an integrated, single box solution. This navigation system has a powerful OEM7 TM GNSS engine, integrated MEMS IMU, built in Wi-Fi, on board NTRIP client and server support, and 16 GB of internal storage.
We test SORB-VIO in this large-scale environment on a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor. The dataset was collected in a garden behind our laboratory building. This scene is bigger and more complex than the one indoor. We started at the North of the garden and walked along the path. There is a circular path in this garden which can help us verify the accuracy of algorithms. The trajectories are shown in Figure 15 . It is easy to see trajectories estimated by 3 algorithms aren't closed in the end and SORB-VIO has the smallest accumulated error. And we can also project the trajectory produced by our algorithm into the satellite map and align them together, as shown in Figure 16 . Due to the propagation of visual-inertial errors, the trajectory can't be closure in the end, while our algorithm has the smallest deviation in the last. In addition, Figure 17 shows the position errors versus time. The sensor is fixed on the wheel barrow, that is to say, the height of sensors should be steady at a certain level. However, the height estimation is divergent unavoidably, but we think that the error is restricted in a reasonable range.
We also statistically compare our algorithm with other two state-of-the-art VIO approaches as shown in Table 4 . Obviously, the localization accuracy of our algorithm is quite higher than that of VINS, because our algorithm employs two windows to optimize IMU states, which can overcome the shortage of the accuracy of the low-cost IMU in our sensor. While VINS only uses a sliding window and sets marginalized states as fixed priors, which makes it highly depend on the accurate measurements of IMU.
Compared with the indoor experiment, the tracking accuracy of SORB-VIO is lower than that of OKVIS in the outdoor experiment. The main reason is that the disparity information plays significant role in the simplified visual model of SORB-VIO, which isn't estimated accurately enough when cameras observe some remote places in the large-scale scene. But SORB-VIO has its merit for higher computational speed, because of its simplified visual model and effective matching strategy.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a robust and accurate stereo visualinertial odometry which is based on the tightly-coupled fusion of measurements from different sensors. Some stateof-the-art structures are featured in our work, including the IMU pre-integration, ORB features, stereo visual model and effective optimization strategies. Because of the stereo measurements and the excellent initialization method, the proposed algorithm can acquire more accuracy localization results compared with the monocular VIO system. Moreover, since the simplified stereo visual model and the effective matching strategy are used, the approach in our paper can save computational resources in contrast to other state-of-theart stereo VIO algorithms. Therefore, our algorithm can meet the need of real-time performance. The proposed VIO system is implemented on open datasets to show its merit compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms. In addition, we also perform this system on a low-cost stereo visual-inertial sensor and validate its practicability and superiority.
It's worth noting that all VIO algorithms today are still in the face of several difficulties. According to the comparison of results in indoor and outdoor environment, accumulated errors are inescapable in all odometries, especially movements in large-scale environments. In addition, feature extraction and matching are usually time-consuming in the VIO system. Moreover, the noise and bias of IMU cannot be neglected, which can cause the loss of accuracy. Several methods are proposed to solve these difficulties, like the loopdetection, the optical flow method and extra supplementary sensors. Further works will include these approaches, and we would like to search more effective solutions.
